SPECIALISTS IN THE FIELD OF BUILDING MAINTENANCE UNITS (BMUS).

- **A Grade Access** is an Australian owned and operated Contracting company, specialising in Building Maintenance Units (BMU’s) across all sectors of industry. Our focus is on Customer Service and Safety, identified by many of our clients as a key point of difference between A Grade Access and our competitors. We don’t aspire to be all things to all people – our primary motivation is to deliver projects of the highest quality through the implementation of safe and efficient management techniques and systems.

- With **Our wide range of employee skill set** we are able to service and maintain all material Handling equipment including Cranes, Hoists, Dock lifters, etc. along with Façade maintenance and Height Safety systems.

- Our **sole focus** is supplying our customers the very best BMU service and preventative maintenance in the safest possible way - throughout Australia.

- **We employ** the best technicians in the industry. This knowledge is particularly invaluable since the level of training our technicians have undertaken is no longer available following the closure of Australia’s last remaining training facility.

- **Company Registration and Certificates of Currency for Workers Compensation, Public Liability of $20 Million and Professional Indemnity of are available upon request.**
COMPANY PROFILE

THE TEAM

All A Grade personnel have been hand-picked directly from the BMU manufacturing and service industry for their specific BMU experience and complementary skill sets.

Colin Haley
Manager and A Grade Access Founder
- Building, Installing and Servicing BMU’s since 1992 (25 years)
- Managing a BMU Service Department since 2002 (13 years) Colin’s experience with servicing BMUs is without peer.

Vishal Jaiswal
Senior Electrical Engineer
- Over 10 years of experience in BMU industry, since 2007.
- Advanced Diploma in Electrical Engineering & Electrical technology
- Highly experienced in automation and control and hence in commissioning of some of the astounding units in the worlds.
- Vishal is well-travelled, and has been involved in many large global projects.

Lee Dwinger
BMU Technician (mechanical)
- Lee is a qualified fitter and turner with expertise in the areas of maintenance and installations on BMU’s, Height Safety systems and repairs to mechanical machinery.
- Lee has been involved in various projects performing repairs maintenance and installations on BMU’s and hoists in Sydney CBD and Brisbane CBD.

Christos Liolios
Electrical Supervisor / Branch Manager QLD
- BMU Technician since 2004 (13 years)
- Grade A Electrician
- Chris has extensive experience installing, commissioning and upgrading machines throughout Australia.

David Glen
BMU Technician
- Installed, Serviced and Repaired BMUs since 2012 (5 years)
- David has extensive experience installing, commissioning and upgrading machines within Australia.
- David also has extensive knowledge in height safety systems and rope access.

Gary Daffurn
Senior BMU Technician
- Building, Installing and Servicing BMU’s since 1982 (35 years)
- Managing a BMU Service Department 2005-2010 (5 years)
- Gary is very well travelled, for a time working as a specialist BMU installation supervisor for projects around the world. Gary is an ‘as-required’ resource for A Grade, and is available at short notice.

Our goal is to establish long and positive relationships with companies in this specialised field and we look forward to continuing to deliver our expertise and professionalism to the industry.